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Terumah 5777- No Choice 
 

 In this week’s parsha Hashem directs Moshe to tell the Bnai 

Yisrael “Veyikchu li Terumah” - “And they should take for Me a 

tithing” (Shemos, 25:2) The proceeds of this tithing were to be 

used to build a Mishkan in the center of the Jewish camp, within 

which Hashem would dwell. The Ohr Hachaim questions the vav 

of the word Veyikchu - And they should take.  An “and” would 

only be necessary if this was an additional instruction, but it isn’t, 

it’s the opening directive (reminds me of a time that I once asked 

a contrary individual how he was feeling. He responded “Much 

better”. I said to him with concern, “Oh, were you sick?” He 

responded, “No”. Boy, was I flummoxed!). Hashem should have 

just said “Tithe to Me”. 

 Perhaps we can use a Maharal to explain the vav. There are several other places where 

Hashem begins His directive with a vav. One of them is back in parshas Beshalach when at Yam 

Suf Hashem tells Moshe “dabair el Bnai Yisrael veyisa’u”- “Speak to the Yidden and they should 

travel (Shemos, 14:15). Again, the “and” (and the subsequent structure of the phrase) seems 

awkward. Hashem should have commanded “Speak to the Yidden, "Travel"” Says the Maharal 

(Gur Aryeh, in explanation of Rashi’s comment there) To say “Travel” would suggest there are 

other options available to the Yidden which they must now ignore because they have been 

commanded to travel. However, this was not so. The Yidden at that time were boxed in at Yam 

Suf with nary an option. That is why Hashem says instead “And they should travel”. [I believe the 

Maharal is saying that since the situation demanded they should travel, the travelling became a 

continuation of the chain of events the Yidden were already in. Thus, the “and”.] 

 Let’s apply the Maharal here:  

 Act 1, Scene 1. They were a nation that had recently lost their deep connection to Hashem, 

because of the sordid episode of The Eigel Hazahav - The Golden Calf.    

Act 1, Scene 2. They were stuck big-time. Imagine being a religion that can only thrive 

when connected to their Creator, but due to its failings has caused its Creator to withdraw and 

become inaccessible. The Yidden found themselves a Chosen Nation without a Chooser, a firstborn 

child without a Father. They were spiritually boxed-in with no direction and out of options, as at 

Yam Suf.   

 Act 1, Scene 3. Says Hashem “Let us now continue the chain of events. And they should 

take a tithing”. The only way forward after the Eigel, is to bring Me back into their lives by building 

a Mishkan so I may, once again, dwell near them and their hearts. 
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